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1.Versions
1- Basic Data 

2.Introduction- This is my first walkthrough, Character guide, etc. I will  
make more than one version, although it will take a while. This guide is for  
the Gamecube version of the game. If anyone has any questions regarding this  
document please e-mail me at gizzylink@lycos.com with the title of the e- 
mail either FAQ, Walkthrough, or something like that. I will report anything  
else not related to this document as spam. This guide will not be very long  
originally, but it will get longer. I plan to have a second version about a  
month after the original release of this. I hope this document is useful. 

3. Controls (Note these are just basic. I will update them in future  
versions) 
A button- Jump. Press it again while in the air to double jump. 
B button- Punch. Press B and then down to punch downwards. Also used to grab  
while climbing buildings. 
C stick- Nothing 
Control Stick/Pad- Move 
X button- Grab/throw/eat humans or cars.(You can't throw humans or eat cars) 
Y button- Kick. Jump and then press Y to perform a jump kick. 
Start- Pause 
Z and L buttons- Nothing. 
Some moves require power ups. They are: 
The Multi-Spin, which lets you perform a spin attack (jump and press X)  
three times in a row by jumping and continually pressing X. 
The Roar Attack, which lets you roar by pressing the R button and requires  
Rampage energy.  
The Jump-Smash lets you perform an attack by smashing downwards while in the  
air by jumping and pressing B. 
The Charge Punch lets you perform a very powerful punch while climbing a  
building by holding the X button. 

4. Characters 



George- Mutation- Ape  
You start the game with him 
Pretty basic character, his favorite food is bananas, also he Climbs faster  
than others. Looks like a giant monkey. 
Run- C 
Jump- C+ 
Crush- C 
Overall- C

Lizzie- Mutation- Dinosaur 
You start the game with her 
Might have the best run in the game, still unsure of her favorite food.  
Looks a lot like Godzilla. 
Run- A 
Jump- C 
Crush- C 
Overall- B- 

Ralph- Mutation- Wolf 
You start the game with him 
Pretty basic character, still unsure of his favorite food, better Crush than  
George, I'm not sure whether to give him a B or C on it. Looks like a giant  
blue rabid wolf. 
Run- C 
Jump- C 
Crush- C+ 
Overall- C

Ramsey- Mutation- Ram (I never would have guessed with his name...) 
You start the game with him 
Poor jump, yet better than average crush and run, still unsure of favorite  
food. Looks like a giant, fluffy ram. 
Run- B 
Jump- D 
Crush- B 
Overall- C+ 

Gilman- Mutation- Blowfish 
You start the game with him 
His stats are all exactly the same, unsure of favorite food, there is a  
rumor that he can't eat fish and it is a lie. Looks like a fish with arms  
and legs and a fish spine thing. 
Run- C 
Jump- C 
Crush- C 
Overall- C

Rhett- Mutation- Rat 
You start the game with him 

He has really good Run and Jump stats, yet a poor Crush one.  Unsure of  
favorite food. Looks like a giant Rat. 
Run- B+ 
Jump- B+ 
Crush- D 
Overall- C+ 

Cal- Mutation- Squid (Get it squid is calamari) 



Unlocked in L. A. With Kyle. 
Just about the same as George in stats, and is immune to water. Favorite  
food is crab. looks like a ticked off giant squid. 
Run- C 
Jump-C 
Crush- C 
Overall- C

Leon- Mutation- Lion 
Unlocked in Las Vegas with George, Lizzie, Ralph, Ramsey, Gilman, or Rhett. 
His run is about the same as Ralph's Crush, everything else is average.Has  
longer range roar attack. Unsure of favorite food. Looks like a giant Lion. 
Run- C+ 
Jump- C 
Crush- C 

Crock- Mutation- Crocodile 
Unlocked with Rojo in Hong Kong 
Excellent Crush, average jump, and poor run. Uses tail when you press kick.  
His favorite food is cats (those little black ones, which hurt everyone  
else).Looks like a big crocodile. 
Run- D 
Jump- C 
Crush- B+ 
Overall- C+ 

Kyle- Mutation- Cyclops 
Unlocked with Kingston in London 
Awesome Crush, average run, and poor jump. Not sure of favorite food. Looks  
like a cyclops with blue hair and hairy legs. 
Run- C 
Jump- F 
Crush- A 
Overall- C

Marco- Mutation- Shark 
Unlocked with Kingston or Ralph in San Francisco 
Nothing really special, except he has poor health and gains more health from  
stuff than other monsters and he recovers health from water. Favorite food  
is fish. Looks like a shark with arms and legs. 
Run- C 
Jump- D+ 
Crush- C 

Overall- C- 
Rojo- Mutation- Bull 
Unlocked with Kyle in Chicago 
Good Crush, average jump and run. When he runs, he does a bull charge and he  
can't eat steak or he'll puke. Unsure of favorite food. Looks like a bull  
with a nose ring, red eyes, and a lion's mane. 
Run- C+ (I gave him a better rank because of his bull charge.) 
Jump- C 
Crush- B- 
Overall- C+ 

Icky- Mutation- Echidna 
Unlocked with Ralph in London 
Good Run and average crush and jump. Immune to cockroaches. Unsure of  
favorite food, although I think it might be cockroaches. Looks like a big,  



blue creature with red spikes coming out of its back with a weird face  
including a pig-like snout. 
Run- B 
Jump- C 
Crush- C 
Overall- C+ 

Venus- Mutation- Plant (Kind of Stupid) 
Unlocked in Hong Kong as Crock 
One of the worst characters (as far as stats) in the game. Average jump and  
crush, horrible run. Immune to electricity and water, but takes extra damage  
from fire. Favorite food is Nuclear Waste (The yellow toxic symbols) and  
takes no damage from them. Looks like a Venus Fly Trap that walks on its  
roots which are green. 
Run- D- 
Jump- C 
Crush- C 
Overall- D+ 

Wally- Mutation- Warthog 
Unlocked in New York with Marco 
Better than average Crush and less than average jump and run. Not sure of  
favorite food. Looks like a red warthog on two feet.      
Run- C- 
Jump- C- 
Crush- B- 
Overall- C

Harry- Mutation- Yeti 
Unlocked with Marco in Chicago 
Pretty average. Climbs faster than other monsters. Unsure of favorite food.  
Looks like a white-haired bigfoot with a blue face. 
Run- C 
Jump- C+ 
Crush- B- 

Overall- C+ 

Shelby- Mutation- Tortoise 
Unlocked in San Francisco with Lizzie 
Average crush and jump, poor run. Heavily armored (takes 3 times more damage  
to kill). Unsure of favorite food. Looks like a giant turtle on two legs. 
Run- F 
Jump- C 
Crush- C 
Overall- C- (Gave a better grade because of heavy armor.) 

Amanda- Mutation- Armadillo 
Unlocked with Kyle in L. A. 
Pretty average. Unsure of favorite food. Looks like a blue armadillo on two  
legs with rotten teeth. 
Run- C 
Jump- C 
Crush- C+ 
Overall C 

Kingston- Mutation- King Cobra 
Unlocked with Gilman or Lizzie in Las Vegas 
One of the best characters in the game. As good as Lizzie in run, good crush  



and jump. Favorite food is Poison (he doesn't take any damage from it and it  
looks like a skull and cross bones). Looks like a snake with arms and legs  
with a mushroom head and tail. 
Run- A 
Jump- B- 
Crush- C+ 
Overall- B

Natalie- Mutation- Nautilus 
Unlocked with Marco in San Francisco 
Good crush average on everything else, immune to water. Unsure of favorite  
food. Looks like one of those things inside the circular shells with an  
opening and a spinning design on it. 
Run- C+ 
Jump- C 
Crush- B 
Overall- C+ 

Rocky- Mutation- Granite 
Unlocked in New York with George 
One of the best characters in the game and my favorite. Awesome Crush,  
better than average jump, and poor run. Immune to fire and electricity.  
Unsure of favorite food, might be fire. Looks like a giant person made out  
of rock. 
Run- D+ 
Jump- C+ 
Crush- A 
Overall- B (Increased rank do to immunities and no weaknesses.) 

Edwin- Mutation- Invader 
Unlocked with Wally in London 
Might be the best monster in the game. Excellent Run and jump stats, better  
than average crush. Unsure of favorite food, might be people. Looks like a  
fat pink bat with huge ears and a tail. 
Run- A- 
Jump- A 
Crush- C+ 
Overall-B+

Joe- Mutation- Wildman 
Unlocked with Natalie in New York 
Might be the best monster in the game. Excellent run and crush, and above  
average jump. Larger area effected by roar than usual. Unsure of favorite  
food. Looks like a zombie covered in hair. 
Run- A- 
Jump- B- 
Crush- A- 
Overall- B+ 

Bart- Mutation- Bat 
Unlocked with Kingston in L. A. 
Good Run and jump, but poor crush. Double jump lets Bart fly for a little  
bit. Unsure of favorite food. Looks like a crazy red bat without wings and  
with big ears. 
Run- B 
Jump- B 
Crush- D+ 
Overall- C+ 



Jack- Mutation- Jackelope 
Unlocked in Las Vegas with Harry 
Good run and jump, but not good in crush. Unsure of favorite food. Looks  
like a white reindeer standing on its hind legs. 
Run- A 
Jump- A 
Crush- D+ 
Overall- B- 

Jill- Mutation- Jellyfish 
Unlocked in Hong Kong with Amanda 
One of the best monsters in the game. Excellent run, average crush and run.  
Immune to electricity and possibly water. Unsure of favorite food. Looks  
like a jellyfish with a green top part with a see-through mohawk and blue  
and green tentacles. 
Run- A 
Jump- C+ 
Crush- C 
Overall- B+ (Increased rank do to immunities and no weaknesses.) 

Nick- Mutation- Demon 
Unlocked in Chicago with Harry 
His stats are all exactly the same. His favorite food is fire and he takes  
extra damage from water. Looks like a normal body with a ram/bull mixed  
head. He is always surrounded in flames. 
Run- C 
Jump- C 
Crush- C 
Overall- C

Philbert- Mutation- Ungulate 
Unlocked by getting all Par Stars (One in each city) 
Probably the worst monster in the game. Horrible stats, but his Rampage  
Meter fills up twice as fast as other monsters's. Unsure of favorite food.  
Looks like a goat. 
Run- C- 
Jump- D+ 
Crush- Super F- (Worst statistic in the game.) 
Overall- D

Eyegore- Mutation- Alien 
Unlocked by Completing every challenge in every city 
Might be the best monster in the game. He has the best jump in the game! The  
other stats are better than average. Once he has the multi-spin, he can  
perform infinite spin jumps. Unsure of favorite food. Looks kind of like  
Cal, except purple, has only one eye, not as ticked off, and without the  
pointy head. 
Run- C+ 
Jump- Super A+ (The best statistic in the game) 
Crush- C+ 
Overall- B+ 

Bubba- Mutation- Blob 
Unlocked by unlocking all monsters, including Eyegore and Philbert 
One of the best monsters in the game. Best crush in the game! Normal jump,  
and poor run. Has a more powerful Jump-Smash than normal. Unsure of favorite  
food. You would have to see him to know what he looks like. 
Run- D- 



Jump- C 
Crush- Super A+ (The best statistic in the game) 
Overall- C+ 

5.Cities (I know this sucks, but I will have it a lot more detailed in the  
next version,) 
A- Las Vegas 
B- San Francisco 
C- London 
D- Los Angeles 
E- Chicago
F- Hong Kong 
G- New York 

6. Other Stuff 
A. Cheats 
To begin press L and R at the title screen enter the numbers and then you  
will here a monster sound confirming entry. 

141421- All monsters unlocked 
071767- Destroy buildings with one hit 
986960- Invincible to Military 
271828- Unlock all cities 
000000- Deactivate all codes 

B. Upgrades*(I will have a lot more in the next version) 

Nick 
Charge Punch and Jump Smash- Chicago 

Eyegore 
Multi-Spin- New York or Las Vegas (forgot which one) 

George 
Charge Punch, Multi-Spin, and Jump Smash- Las Vegas 

Lizzie and Ralph 
All- San Francisco 

Gilman 
All- Las Vegas 

Cal 
Multi-Spin- New York 

Kyle 
Charge Punch and Roar Attack- Los Angeles 

Marco and Rocky 
I forgot where I unlocked stuff for them, but I will have it in the next  
version. But Headsucker20XX said Rocky's Roar attack was in Central Park  
East, New York. 

Harry
Charge Punch- Forgot 
Jump Smash- In a block where you have to destroy trains (I forgot what city) 

Edwin
Roar Attack- (Submitted by Headsucker20XX) Apartment Complex, Hong Kong 



*=People have told me you can unlock the first power-up for a monster  
anywhere and that the starting monsters power-ups can be found in every  
city. I'm not sure if this is true, but if this info isn't right it isn't my  
fault. 
C. Hints 

I. Picking up buses restores health. 
II. Picking up garbage trucks hurts most monsters 
III. Roar is free in Rampage Mode. 
IV. If something is hidden in a building, it will always be in the same  
place. 
V. Never touch hot glue. It is called that for a reason. 

7. Credits
I made most of this FAQ, but here are some other people who helped 

My friends
Billy- told me the cheat codes 
and 
Derick- helped me on the characters section 

On Gamespot.com 
Tarzan040- told me about monster's special abilities 
MetalDragonFire- told me Rojo can't eat steak 
Headsucker20XX- told me where to find two power-ups 
Gooper_Blooper- Miscellaneous 

Others 
Wikipedia.com- Monsters' specials 

To everyone who didn't respond to my e-mails- I didn't post what I wanted to  
from you, but I might next time (if you respond saying yes), and you'll be  
here.
Started FAQ May 31st Completed first Version June 6th Starting Version 2  
approx. June 15th  

8. Copyright 
This document is copyright 2006 by Bobby Sterling or LINKTHECHAMPION in  
Gamespot. No one may copy this guide or sell it without my written  
permission. To get my written permission email me at at gizzylink@lycos.com  
and if you see this guide in someone else's name please tell me. I give  
everyone permission to save this guide as a file on their computer. 

9. End Note 
This Character FAQ is allowed to be shown on Gamespot.com and GameFAQs.com  
only! If you see it anywhere else please e-mail me at gizzylink@lycos.com.  
If you have any questions, make sure they aren't answered in the document  
above first and remember I'm not getting paid for this, so I don't have to  
answer your questions. Remember this is my first guide, walkthrough, etc. so  
feel free to email comments either to my email or contact me at  
Gamespot.com. My username is LINKTHECHAMPION. I know this version isn't very  
good but I will update it. Goodbye until Version 2 or my next FAQ! 

This document is copyright LINKTHECHAMPION and hosted by VGM with permission.


